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Anr (oriented) graph His said to be F,(k > 2) iE there exists au integer flow in 
M with all edgevalues in [l - k, -11 w [l, k - I]. It is known that a plane 
2-edge-connected graph is face-colorable with k colors (k > 2) if? it is Flc ; W. T. 
T’utte has proposed [l] to seek for extensions to general graphs of coloring results 
known for planar graphs through the use of the .Fh property. In this direction, 
we prove among other results that every 2-edge-connected graph is F, . 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The dual concepts of flow and tension (or potential difference) in a network 
ave found numerous applications and are widely known. However the 
connection between these concepts and the theory of colorings of graphs and 
maps has not yet received an unified treatment; we shall begin with a b&f 
account of previous work in this direction 
All the basic ideas have been formulated by W. T. Tutte in 
(a: 2 2) of the vertices of a graph H are related to nowhere- 
with values in the cyclic group Zx ; dually, k-colorings (k 3 2) of the faces 
of a plane graph N are related to nowhere-zero fiows in H with values in Z, , 
and also to integral nowhere-zero flows in H; then the author formulates 
problems on nowhere-zero flows for general graphs, problems which shah 
e studied here; finally in [l] appears the definition of the dichromatic: 
olynomial of a graph as a tool for the enumeration of its nQwhere-~e~~ 
ows and tensions, and hence as an ““autoduai” generalization ofkhe cbro 
tic polynomial. 
Hn [2’23, G. J. Minty establishes a theorem on the coloring of ,graphs which is 
essentially a special case of the “Feasible Tension Theorem” for integral 
tensions. 
In [3], chapter 7, 0. Ore develops a theory of color functions for planar 
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In [4], W. T. Tutte uses tensions and flows with values in Z2 x Z, to 
formulate and study a generalization of the Four-Color-Problem. 
In [S], G. J. Minty gives several equivalent flow formulations for the 
3-edge-colorability property for cubic graphs. 
W. T. Tutte’s theory of dichromatic polynomials has been extended to 
matroids ([6]); in the orientable (i.e. unimodular) case, the dichromatic 
polynomial enumerates the nowhere-zero cycles and coboundaries of the 
matroid with values in any finite Abelian group (see also [7]). 
Finally we shall note that our present study on nowhere-zero flows in 
graphs is deeply connected with the “critical problem” (as defined in [S]) 
for cographic matroids (the critical problem for graphic matroids being 
related to the coloring problem for graphs). 
II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
1. Fundamental definitions 
A graph H is defined by two disjoint finite sets V(H) # u (set of vertices) 
and E(H) (set of edges); to each edge corresponds an unordered pair of 
vertices called its ends; an edge with two identical ends is a loop; two edges 
with the same pair of ends are parallel; a graph is simple iff it has no loops or 
parallel edges. Other definitions not given here will be found in [9]. 
An orientation of a graph His a mapping from E(H) to V(H) which assigns 
to every edge one of its ends called the positive end; from now on we shall 
assume that every graph has received such an orientation, which will provide a 
reference for some definitions. 
Let H be a graph; for any set S # m, S C V(H), let wH+(S) be the set of 
edges of H with positive end in S and negative end in V(H)-,% Let: wH-(S) = 
wH+(V(H) - S); CO&$) = w,+(S) u u~-(,!?). 
Any subset of E(H) of the form wE(S) (o C S C V(H)) with 1 wH(S)J = 
k E N is a k-cut of H. H will be said k-edge-connected (k 3 1) iff it has no 
E-cuts for 0 < I < k. 
2. Group-valuedflows in graphs 
Let G be an abelian group (with additive notation) and H be a graph with 
E(H) f @. 
A G-flow in His a mapping 4 from E(H) to G such that: VS # m , SC V(H): 
CeewH+w vXe> - C eswH-(s) 4(e) = 0. The value of the edge e of H in 4 is 
W. 
The G-flow (b will be said nowhere-zero if (b(e) f 0 Ve E E(H). 
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3. Known results on nowhere-zero flows 
PRoPosrTxoN I. Let H be a graph. For every q >, 2, t~~e~o~~ow~~g co~d~t~o~s 
are eqzhivalent: 
(a> There exists a nowhere-zero Z,-flow in 
(b) For any abelian group G of order q, there exists a nowhere-zero 
G-$ow if? H. 
(c) There exists a nowhere-zero Z-flow in N with all edge values ipz 
51 - 9, 9 - 11. 
(a) e (b): One of the interesting consequences of . T. Tutte’s theory 
of dichromatic polynomials is that the number of nowhere-zero G-flows in the 
graph H depends only on the order of the abehan group 6; see f6], Theorem 
III, and [?I, Theorem 12.4, which deal with the general case of orientable 
matroids. 
c): Clearly (c) * (a). The converse is an easy consequence of a 
T. Tutte on unimodular matroids: see [IO], Proposition 6.3 or 
[I 11, Proposition 5.44. 
Remark. Properties (a), (b), (6) are obviously independent of the specified 
orientation of H. 
DEFINITION. A graph which satisfies the conditions of 
for a given q 3 2 will be said to have the Fgproperty, or, more brie-fey, to be 
F 4‘ 
Remarks. 
- It is easy to show (see for instance [I]) that if a graph H is Fa for some 
4 > 2, H has no acyclic edge; for this reason the study of the F, property 
will generally be restricted to 2-edge-connected graphs, 
- From condition (c) of Proposition 1, it follows that every F@ graph 
(q 2 2) is F(f ‘dq’ 3 q. 
- We shall not attempt here to present a long iist of equivalent f~rrn~~a- 
tions for the F, property; see [5] for the concept of flow ratio in a co-circuit, 
and [12] for the concept of balanced valuation. 
A first easy consequence of our definition is that a connected graph is Fz 
iff it is eulerian. Another consequence is: 
~R~~~~I~IoN 2. A cubic graph without loops H: 
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(a) is F3 ifsit is bipartite. 
(b) is F4 iff it is edge-colorable with 3 colors. 
ProoJ: 
(a) Nowhere-zero ZJows in H can be associated with orientations of 
H such that every vertex is a source or a sink. 
(b) Nowhere-zero Z, x Z,-flows in H can be associated with edge- 
colorings of H with 3 colors 01, 10, 11; see [5] for a constructive proof of 
the equivalences of Proposition 1 in this case. 
We now turn to the important relation between the Fe-property and 
coloring properties of plane maps. 
PROPOSITION 3. A 2-edge-connected plane graph is F, (q > 2) ifs it is 
face-colorabie with q colors. 
Proof. Intuitively this is a dual form of the following simple result: 
a connected graph without loops is vertex colorable with q colors (4 > 2) 
iff there exists a nowhere-zero Zq-tension in H. A rigorous proof could rely 
on a duality property of the dichromatic polynomial of graphs or matroids 
(see for instance [6], Proposition 7 or [7], Theorem 4.7). 
Remark. Proposition 3 shows that Proposition 2 can be regarded as an 
extension to general graphs of results known for plane graphs. It is natural 
to seek for other extensions of this kind. 
4. Open problems 
We can state the Four Color Theorem as follows: (4CT) Every planar 
2-edge-connected graph is F4 . Proposition 2(b) shows that this theorem 
can not be extended to general graphs. (The Petersen graph would be a 
counterexample, as observed in [I]). However, no counterexample to the 
following conjecture is known: 
(Cl) Every 2-edge-connected graph is F5 . 
This is true for planar graphs by Proposition 3 and the Five Color Theorem. 
In the same way, the following conjecture: 
(GJ Every 2-edge-connected graph without 3-cuts is FS 
is true for planar graphs by Proposition 3 and a famous theorem of 
Griitzsch (l-131; see also [14] and [3, Chapter 131). 
Both conjectures (C,) and (C,) have been proposed by W. T. Tutte (see [1] 
for (CJ). In [l] it was also conjectured that there exists an integer 4 2 5 
such that every 2-edge-connected graph is F, . We shall answer this last 
question by showing that every 2-edge-connected graph is F,, . 
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III. REDUCTION THEOREMS 
I. Redmtion to cubic simple graphs 
PROPOSITION 4. Let k E (2, 31, q 3 2. The f~~~~~~~g two ~tate~e~t~ me 
equivalent: 
(a) Every k-edge-connected graph is F, . 
(b) Every k-edge-connected cubic simple graph is FC . 
Sketch of a Proof: 
I,et H be a k-edge-connected (k E (2, 3)) graph: 
- without loops 
- without vertices of degree 2 
- without separating vertices. 
IJsing a construction similar to one described in 1151 (“‘inflation” of 
vertices) it is easy to obtain a k-edge-connected cubic simple graph ‘) of 
which M is a contraction; then if (b) holds, H is F. 3 since any contraction 
of an F, graph is Fq . 
The extension to general k-edge-connected graphs is straightforward. 
2. Redmtion to graphs without 2-cuts 
$ROPOSITION 5. Let q > 2 be a prime power; the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) Every 2-edge-connected graph is Fg . 
(b) Every 3-edge-connected graph is FQ . 
ProojI Let q = p”, n > 1, p > 2, p a prime; let G, be the Abelian group 
of order q defined as the direct product of n cyclic groups Z, ; it is known 
that the automorphism group of 6, , regarded as a permutation group on 
Gq - (O), is transitive (in fact this is a characteristic property of the G, 
groups, q a prime power; see [163, p. 26). We now observe that if PI’ is a 
F, graph, every automorphism of G, transforms a nowhere-zero G,-flow in 
H into a nowhere-zero G,-flow in H. Hence we have: 
hm%A. Let N be any F, graph, e E E( , x E 6, - {O); there exists a 
nowhere-zero G,-$0~ 4 in B such that 4(e) = x. 
Now suppose that (b) holds for a given prime power q. Let us show (a) by 
induction on the nramber of vertices. 
(i) (a) is trivially trte for 2-edge-connected graphs with 1 or 2 vertices. 
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(ii) Assume that (a) holds for 2-edge-connected graphs with at most r 
vertices (r 2 2). Let H be a 2-edge-connected graph with r + 1 vertices. If 
H is 3-edge-connected, H is F4 by (b). If not, H has a 2-cut w*(S) (m C S C 
V(H)). Let w&S) = (e 1 , ez}. For i = 1, 2 let a; be the end of ei belonging to 
S, and let vi be the other. Delete from H the two edges e, , e2 and add two 
new edges u’ (with ends vi , II;;) and U” (with ends ~2, vi). We obtain a new 
graph consisting of two connected components H’ and H”. Clearly H’ and 
H” are 2-edge-connected graphs with at most r vertices; from our induction 
hypothesis, H’ and H” are F, . We may assume that: 
- the orientations of H and H’ (respectively H”) coincide on E(H’) - (u’] 
(respectively E(H”) - (u”}); 
- e, , e2 , u’, U” form together a directed circuit p. 
Then if (b’ and 6 are nowhere-zero G,-flows in H’ and H” respectively such 
that $‘(u’) = +“(u”) = x (4’ and 4” exist by the Lemma), the expression 
4’ + 4” - x,u defines a nowhere-zero G&low in H. 
(iii) Hence (a) holds for all 2-edge-connected graphs. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let q > 2 be a prime power; the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) Every 2-edge-connected graph without 3-cuts is Fq . 
(b) Every 4edge-connected graph is F, . 
We shall omit the proof which is quite similar to the preceding proof of 
Proposition 5. 
Remark. From Propositions 5,4, 3 and 2 we see that conjecture (C,) can 
be restricted to 3-edge-connected cubic non-planar simple graphs with 
chromatic index 4. We have proved the validity of the conjecture for an 
infinite family of such graphs defined as the “Jk graphs” in [17]. 
IV. COARBORICITY AND NOWHERE-ZERO FLOWS 
1. Introduction 
Let H be a connected graph; a cotree of H is the complementary set in 
E(H) of a (spanning) tree of H. Let K be a cotree of H. Ve E K there exists an 
unique elementary cycle C, of H such that e E C, C (E(H) - K) u (e}; let $e 
be the mapping from E(H) to Z, defined by: for e’ E E(H), $e(e’) = 1 iff 
e’ E C, . qSe is a Z,-flow in H (this is independent of the orientation we 
have chosen for H). Then & = CeeK 4e is also a Z,-flow in H such that: 
‘de E K, &(e) f 0. 
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Suppose now that E(U) is the union of c cotrees KI )...) KC ; then clearly t 
(Z, x Z, ... x .&)-flow (c$, ,..., $I~,) in H is nowhere-zero. 
Cc times) 
This leads us to define the coarboricity of a connected gragb 
inimum cardinal&y of a set of cotrees of 
c(H) is well defined only for 2-edge-con 
edge belongs to every tree). 
We have just proved: 
~RQPQS~~~QN 7. i%ery %edge-COnneCted graph f$ is E2ctH) . 
mark. We shall not deal here with possible extensions of the above 
result to matroids; we shall only note that Proposition 7 is a dual of the 
foilowing well known result: every graph without Loops If is vertex-~o~orab~~ 
with 2a(H) colors, where a(H) is the arboricity of H. 
2. The coarboricity of 3- and 4-edge-connected graphs 
The following consequences of the dash-Williams formula for arbor~~ity 
[18] are well known: 
- every planar graph without loops or multiple edges has arbori~ity at 
most 3 (and hence is vertex-colorable with 8 colors); 
- every planar graph without loops, multiple edges or t~~a~g~es has 
arboricity at most 2 (and hence is vertex-colorable with 4 colors). 
e sIraIl extend these results, via duality, to non-planar graphs. 
(a) Every 3-edge-connected graph has coa~bor~~~ty at most 3. 
(b) Every 4-edge-connected graph has coarboricity at most 2. 
PTOO$ Let M be a k-edge-connected graph (k E (3: 41). Let M be the 
cocycle-matroid of H: the bases of M are the cotrees of H; the d~al~matr~~d 
M” of M is the cycle-matroid of Ii. Let r be the rank-function of M, defmed 
on every subset of E(H). We may apply a theorem of 5. 
which states that there exists c independent sets of A4 whose union is E(H) 
iff: VA C E(H) cr(A) > j A /. We shall prove that: 
k 
VA 6 E(H) : k _ 2 r(A) > / A i 
This, together with Edmonds’ Theorem, will yield (a) for k = 3 an 
k = 4. First we shall give an explicit formula for r(A) @‘A C &‘(H))~ 
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write ([S], p. 11.3): VA _C E(H): r(A) = I A I + r*(E(iY) - A) - V*@(H)) 
(where r* is the rank-function of M*). For every A C E(H), let p(A) be the 
number of connected components of the graph with vertex-set V(H) and 
edge-set A. It is well known that: VA _C E(H), r*(A) = j V(W)! -p(A)- 
Hence, v/i z mo 44 = I A I + [I WOI - P(ma - 41 - [I wo - 
f@W)I or: 
Then, VA _C E(N): 
- If &Y(H) - A) = 1, r(A) = j A j and (i) is satisfied; 
- if&?(H) - A) = 17 > 2, let C, ,..., C, be the subsets of V(H) corres- 
ponding to thenconnected components of the graph with vertex-set V(H)and 
edge-set E(H) - A. Let B = UL, oH(Ci); it is clear that B CA and that each 
edge of B appears in exactly two of the wH(Ci) (i E (l,..., 17)). Hence 2 [ B [ = 
&‘E1 / wH(Ci)l < 2 / A I. Since N is k-edge-connected: Vi E (I,..., II}, 
( wH(Ci)I 3 k. Hence 2 / A / 2 k.ll or p(E(M) - A) < 2 I A I/k. Now from 
(ii): r(A) > j A 1 - p(E(K’) - A) 3 (1 - 2/k) j A /, and (i) holds. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. Proposition 8(b) has been proved by S. Kundu [20] in the follow- 
ing form: in every 4-edge-connected graph one can find two disjoint spanning 
trees. 
3. Application to nowhere-zero flows 
PROPOSITION 9. Every 2-edge-connected graph is F, . 
Proof. Proposition 8(a), 7 and 5. 
PROPOSITION 10. Every 2-edge-connected graph without 3-cuts is F4 . 
Proof. Propositions 8(b), 7 and 6. 
Remarks. 
-- Though this is not apparent here, we know how to construct any kind 
of flow the existence of which is asserted by Propositions 9 and 10 (together 
with Proposition 1). 
- It is hoped that Propositions 9 and 10 will prove to be useful for new 
steps towards a solution of the conjectures (C,) and (C,>. 
- We shall show in the next paragraph that if we can improve Proposition 
10 (that is, prove (Cd), we shall improve Proposition 9. 
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V. A RELATION BETWEEN THE CONJECTURES (Cl) AND (Cd 
1. ktrodwtion 
e intend to show that if (CJ is true, then the following weakenmg of 
(C,) holds: every 2-edge-connected graph is F, . For this, we need the follow- 
ing: 
LEMMA. For every 2-edge-connected cubic graph without loops H and for 
every edge e E E(H), there exists a 2-factor K of 
69 e I K 
(b) I< intersects every 3-cut of H in 2 edges. 
Tn provmg this Lemma we shall make use of the following definitions and 
remarks (relative to a 2-edge-connected cubic graph without loops H): 
- Recall that a 2-factor of N is a subset K of E(H) such that every vertex 
of H is incident to 2 edges of K; hence, .K is a 2- ofMitfE(PIT) - Kis a 
perfect matching of H. Then, from a theorem of ([22 1, chap. 8, Theorem 
13), it follows that: 
(i) V’e E E(M), there exists a 2-factor K of H such that e $ K. 
- A 3-cut of H, wH(S), will be said trivial if 1 S 1 = I or I V(H) - S I = I, 
non-trivial otherwise; in the latter case, S will be called a piece of H. It is 
easy to show that the size of any piece is odd, and hence not less than 3. 
VS _C V’(H) (S + P?) let Hs be the subgraph of W indur,ed by S. If S is a piece 
of N, clearly Hs is connected. 
- The intersection of a 2-factor and a 3-cut of M is of size 0 or 2 (2 for 
trivial 3-cuts). 
We are now ready to present the 
Proof qf the Lemma. 
We shah proceed by induction on the (even) number of vertices of H. 
- The Lemma holds for j V(H)1 = 2. 
- Suppose that the Lemma holds for / V(H)/ < 212 (n > I), and now let 
be a 2-edge-connected cubic graph without loops such that / V(M)1 = 
2n + 2. Let e be any edge of H. 
If all 3-cuts of H are trivial, N satisfies to the conditions of the Lemma by 
(i) (any 2-factor intersects every 3-cut in 2 edges). 
If not, let S’ be a piece of N, let S” = Y(H) - S’ and o&S’) = (e, , e, , e,); 
for i = 1, 2, 3 let vi be the end of ei belonging to S’, and let U: be the other. 
Delete from H the 3 edges e, , e, , e3 , and add: 
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+ two new vertices vh and vg 
+ six edges: ei (with ends vi, 0:) and e; (with ends & vi) for i = 1, 2, 3, 
We obtain a new graph consisting of two connected components H’ (0; E 
V(N’)) and H” (~6 E V(Z)); clearly H’ and H” are 2-edge-connected cubic 
graphs without loops. Moreover it is easy to see that ( V(H’)( < 2n and 
/ V(H”)j < 2n; hence, from our induction hypothesis, H’ and H” satisfy to 
the conditions of the Lemma. 
Suppose for instance that e 6 E(H,-). 
$ There exists a 2-factor K’ of H’ such that: 
(a’) If e E E(Hg) (i.e. e E E(H’)): e 6 K 
If e o wH(S’) (i.e. e = ej , j E (1, 2, 3)): ei $ K’. 
(b’) K’ intersects every 3-cut of H’ in 2 edges. 
+ From now on we shall assume that e; $ K’; (a’) is then equivalent to: 
e I (K’ - (4 , 41) u (6 , eJ. 
+ There exists a 2-factor K” of N” such that: 
(a”) ei $ K” 
(b”) K” intersects every 3-cut of H” in 2 edges. 
+ Then let: K = (17’ - {e; , e;}) u (K" - {ei, e[>) u (e, , es}. 
K is a 2-factor of H. Moreover, from (a’): e $ I<. It remains to prove that K 
intersects every 3-cut of H in 2 edges; it will be enough to show this for 
non-trivial 3-cuts which do not contain either e, or e2 . Let then T’ be a 
piece of H such that W*(T) n (er , 2 e } = o ; let T” = V(H) - T’. We shall 
prove that We n K # o . 
First case. s’ n T’, S’ n T”, s” n T’ and S” n T” are non-empty. Since 
H.Y , Hs- , HT, , H*- are connected: 
El = E(H,,) n +(T’), E, = E(H,-) n W&T’), Es = E(H,,) n W&S’) and 
E4 = E(Hp) n ~~(9) are non-empty. 
If w&S’) n wH(T’) = {es}: then Vi E (1, 2, 3, 4}, / Ei / = 1. 
Suppose for instance that vj: E T’. wH(S’ n T’) = El u Es u {es> is a 3-cut 
of H. Then: 
4 C h ,ez> 3 w&T n T’) n K # ~7 3 / w&S n rl) n K / = 2. Since e3 $ 
K, El C K. Hence: W&T’) n K # m. 
. If w&S’) n We = ia : then w&S’) = Es u E4 and wH(T’) = El u E, . 
Suppose for instance that j El j = / E3 1 = 2 and 1 E, / = 1 E4 / = 1. Then: 
~~(5” n T”) = El u E4 is a 3-cut of H. E4 can be written {e&k E (1, 2, 3)); 
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El u (eh} is a 3-cut of H’. From (b’): / K’ IT (El u (eL>)i = 2. enceK’n.El fe 
and K n iTI f 0. It follows that: We A K # G . 
Second case. At least one of the fonr sets S’ A T’, S’ n T”, S” c7 T’, 
s” n T” is empty. Suppose for instance that S’ n T’ = 0 i i.e. T’ C S”. 
If ~L)&SI) n w&T) = {e&: then (wH(T’) - (es}) u (ei> = wB,s(T’). From 
(b”): / wH$T) A K” / = 2. Hence U&T’) n M Z 0. 
If wH(S’) n W&T’) = 0 : then w&T’) = O+.,(Y). 
From (b”): oH” (a’) n K” = W&F”) n K” i a. ence w,(T’) n K # 0. 
We have just proved that K intersects every 3-cut of 17 in 2 edges. Hence H 
satisfies to the conditions of the Lemma. 
- This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
2. Application of the Lemma 
PROPOSITION f 1. Consider the following two statements: 
(C,) Ecery 2-edge-connected graph without -i-cuts is Fj . 
(Ci) Exry 2-edge-connected graph is F6 . 
Then (C,) * (C;). 
Proof. Assume that (C,) holds. From Proposition 4, we have only to 
prove (C;) for 2-edge-connected cubic graphs without loops; let be such a 
graph. the Lemma, there exists a 2-factor K of H which intersects every 
3-cut 0 in 2 edges. Let K’ be a copy of K (to each edge e of K corresponds 
an edge e’ of K’ with the same ends); we assume R n K’ = a. Let H’ be the 
graph with vertex set V(H) and edge-set E(H) u K’. clearly 17 is 2-edge- 
connected; moreover to every 2-cut of N corresponds a 2-cut or a 4-cut of If’, 
and to every 3-cut of PI corresponds a 5-cut of N’. Hence H’ has no 3-cuts and, 
by (C,), al is F3 
We may assume that N’ has been oriented in such a way that two corres- 
ponding edges e E K and e’ E K’ have the same positive end: and that the 
orientations of N and H’ coincide on E(H). Let $’ be a nowhere-zero Z8-flow 
in H’. Let then # be the mapping from E(H) to ZS x Z, defined by: 
Ye E E(H): - if e $ K 4(e) = (F(e), 0) 
- if e E K and if the corresponding edge of K’ is e’: 
4(e) = (+‘(e> + +Ye’>, 1). 
It will be easily checked that $ is a nowhere-zero (Z3 x Z&flow in ET. Hence 
H is F6 This completes the proof. 
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Remark. In the same way, we could have proved Proposition 9 from 
Proposition 10. 
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